In this paper, we introduce four new types of the system of generalized vector quasi-equilibrium problems, and establish some new existence results of a solution for the system of vector quasi-equilibrium problems.
Introduction
In recent years, the equilibrium problem with vector-valued functions and setvalued maps have been studied in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and the references therein. Very recently, Ansari and Yao [6] generalized the quasi-equilibrium problem and introduced the generalized vector quasi-equilibrium problem. They established some existence results of a solution for the generalized vector quasi-equilibrium problems. The system of vector quasi-equilibrium problems, i.e., a family of quasi-equilibrium problems for vector-valued bifunctions defined on a product set, was introduced by Ansari et.al. [2] with applications in Debreu type equilibrium problem for vector-valued function. As generalizations of the above models, we introduce some new types of system of generalized vector quasiequilibrium problems, i.e., a family of quasi-equilibrium problems for set-valued maps defined on a product set, and use a fixed point theorem we derive some new existence results for the system of vector quasi-equilibrium problems.
Let I be an index set. For each i ∈ I, let X i be a Hausdorff topological vector space. Consider a family of nonemptyconvex subsets {K i } i∈I with K i in X i . Throughout this paper K = i∈I K i and X = i∈I X i . For each i ∈ I, let Y i be a topological vector space and let C i : K → 2 Y i be a multivalued map such that for each x ∈ K, C i (x) is a proper, closed and convex cone with
Y i be a set-valued map and A i : K → 2 K i be a multivalued map with nonempty values.
The following classes of system of generalized vector equilibrium problems are of interest to us:
(I) Weak type I system of generalized vector quasi-equilibrium problems (in short, WI-SGVQEP): Findx ∈ K such that for each i ∈ I,x i ∈ A i (x) :
(III) Strong type I system of generalized vector quasi-equilibrium problems (in short, SI-SGVQEP): Findx ∈ K such that for each i ∈ I,x i ∈ A i (x) :
(IV)Strong type II system of generalized vector quasi-equilibrium problems (in short, SII-SGVQEP):Findx ∈ K such that for each i ∈ I,x i ∈ A i (x) :
The following are some special cases: (a) If the index set I is singleton, then problems above reduce to findx ∈ K such thatx ∈ A(x) and for all y ∈ A(x)
respectively. These generalized vector equilibrium problems were introduced and studied in [1] .
, then both the (WI-SGVQEP) and the (WII-SGVQEP) reduce to the weak type system of vector equilibrium problems which is to findx ∈ K such that for
, which is introduced and studied in [2] . reduce to the following vector quasi-variational inequality problem, which is to findx ∈ K such that for each i ∈ I,x ∈ A(x) and Σ i∈I f i (x), y i −x i / ∈ −intC, ∀y i ∈ A i (x) which is studied in [3] .
Preliminary Notes / Materials and Methods
First, we give some notions and results which we will apply in the following.
Definition 2.1. 
(ii) C(x)− quasiconcave like if for all x, y 1 , y 2 ∈ X and t ∈ [0, 1], we have either
Lemma 2.1. [6]
Let T be a multivalued map of a topological space X into a topological space Y . Then T is lower semicontinuous at x ∈ X if and only if for any net {x α } in X converging to x, there is a net y α such that y α ∈ T (x α ) for every α and y α converging to y.
Theorem 2.1. [7]
Let X and Y be Hausdorff topological spaces,
Y is an upper semicontinuous multivalued map with closed values, then T is closed.
(ii) If X is a compact and T : X → 2 Y is an upper semicontinuous multivalued map with compact values, then T (X) is compact.
We shall use the following fixed point theorem due to Chowdhury and Tan [8] .
Theorem 2.2. Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space X and S, T : K → 2 K multivalued maps.
Assume that the following conditions hold:
Results
Some existence results of a solution for the four types of system of generalized vector quasi-equilibrium problems are shown.
Theorem 3.1. For each i ∈ I, let X i be a topological vector space, K i a nonempty convex subset of
is C x -quasiconcave-like Then WI-SGVQEP has a solution.
Proof. For each i ∈ I, x ∈ K, let us define a st-valued map
We want to show that
This shows that
is convex for each i ∈ I. By condition (a) of (ii), we have P i (x) ⊆ Q i (x) for all x ∈ K and each i ∈ I. By condition (b) in (ii), ∀i ∈ I, ∀y i ∈ K i , the set
is compactly open. For each i ∈ I, we also define two other multivalued maps
Then for all x ∈ K, T i (x) is convex and 
. From the definition of Γ and T we have {x ∈ K :
Hence there existsx ∈ Γ such that
Assume that all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, except that the condition (ii) is replaced by (ii)
That is the problem (WII-SGVQEP) has a solution.
Theorem 3.3.
That is the problem (SI-SGVQEP) has a solution.
Theorem 3.4.
That is the problem (SII-SGVQEP) has a solution. Remark 3.1. The condition (b) in (ii) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied if the following conditions hold for each i ∈ I:
for all y i ∈ K i , the multivalued map x → F i (x, y i ) is upper semicontinuous on K with compact values.
In fact, we can prove P i (y i ) = {x ∈ K : F i (x, y i ) −intC i (x)} is closed for all y i ∈ K i . Consider a net {x t } ⊆ P i (y i ) such that x t → x ∈ K. Since x t ∈ P i (y i ), there exists u t ∈ F i (x t , y i ) such that u t / ∈ −intC i (x). From the upper semicontinuity and compact values of F i on K and Theorem 2.1, it suffices to find a subset of {u tj } which converges to some u ∈ F i (x, y i ) where u tj ∈ F i (x tj , y i ). Since (x tj , u tj ) → (x, u), by proposition 7 in [9] and the upper semicontinuity of M i , it follows that u ∈ −intC i (x) and hence x ∈ P i (y i ), P i (y i ) is closed. 
